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Find out how you can

PRAY.
Pray for boldness to share the gospel
and open hearts among the people we
long to reach.
Pray for our #NoPlaceLeft vision
(Romans 15:23). We are praying for
local ownership of the core missionary
task, until ALL have heard.
Pray that through The Outpost Network,
more people would come to saving
faith and live on mission.
Pray a core identity will form in the
people God is calling to this new work
(2 Corinthians 5:17-21).
Pray for health for our family,
especially for our daughter Noelle who
has cystic fibrosis.
Pray for our work as bivocational church
planters. I work as a police officer in
Clearwater, and Lindsay works as a
social worker in Pasco County.

PARTICIPATE.
We appreciate your thoughts and
prayers! Feel free to send notes of
encouragement.
Learn birthdays and anniversaries, so
you can send gifts and cards.
The Outpost Network looks forward to
being able to receive interns/residents.
Check back or reach out for more
information.

PROVIDE.
Learn the ministry strategy and context,
so you can provide relevant resources. 
Support a missionary financially.

Contact me at
Brianphoxie@gmail.com,

https://twitter.com/BrianHoxie1 or on
Twitter

About the Family
Hello! My name is Brian Hoxie, and I am the lead pastor and planter of The Outpost
Network. 

My amazing, beautiful wife, Lindsay, and I have been married since 2016. We have
two wonderful children, James and Noelle. We are incredibly excited to embark on
this journey together as a family!

About My Church Plant
I am so excited to plant and pastor The Outpost Network in Tampa, Fla. The Outpost
Network is both an organic, decentralized network of groups and (micro)churches
and an organized, centralized team who equips multiplying disciples and churches
throughout our city and beyond. The Outpost Network utilizes an innovative yet
ancient—and biblical—ecclesiology in order to see MOVEMENT. 

Utilizing disciple-making and church-planting movement based strategies, we train
everyone in our network to multiply themselves, reproducing what Jesus did in His
earthly ministry and what the disciples did in the early Church. We train everyone
how to enter new/existing places/peoples, share the gospel broadly, make disciples
of those who believe, organize those new disciples into biblical/healthy churches and
develop/send new leaders out.

http://namb.net

